You can help choose the 2014 Garden State Children's Book Award Winner! Just read the books on the list below, and then let us know which one is your favorite. You have until December to vote, and the winners will be announced in January 2014. Get reading!

**Fly Guy vs the Fly Swatter**  
Tedd Arnold  
Fly Guy unintentionally joins Buzz at school, and then goes with his class on a field trip to a fly swatter factory

**Biscuit and the Lost Teddy Bear**  
Alyssa Satin Capucilli  
Biscuit has found a lost teddy bear. But who does it belong to? Can Biscuit find the teddy bear’s owner?

**Max Spaniel: Best In Show**  
David Catrow  
Max competes in a diving contest, a barking contest, and a talent contest. Will he be best in show?

**Carl and the Kitten**  
Alexandra Day  
A kitten is stuck up in a tree. Can Carl find a way to help the kitten get down from the tree safely?

**Mia and the Dance for Two**  
Robin Farley  
Mia is excited to learn a new dance. But when her best friend misses class, Mia worries about having a partner.

**Dixie**  
Grace Gilman  
Dixie the puppy plays with Emma every day after school until Emma starts memorizing her lines for the school play.

**Pony Scouts: Back in the Saddle**  
Catherine Hapka  
When Annie falls off Splash during a riding lesson, the rattled Pony Scout has to decide whether or not to get back in the saddle.

**Boy, Bird, and Dog**  
David McPhail  
Boy and Bird can go up to the tree house, but Dog cannot. Boy has an idea so the three can enjoy the tree house together.
See Me Run  
Paul Meisel  
An energetic pack of dogs has a glorious adventure digging and running in the park, but their day takes a turn when they discover a mother lode of bones—dinosaur bones!

Aggie Gets Lost  
Lori Ries  
Ben and Aggie are playing fetch in the park. When Ben throws too far, Aggie doesn’t come back! Will Ben find her?

Silly Lilly in “What Will I Be Today?”  
Agnes Rosensiehl  
No job is too tough for Silly Lilly: first she's a cook who paints, then an acrobat who tumbles, then a vampire.

Annie and Snowball and the Book Bugs Club  
Cynthia Rylant  
When Annie hears about the Book Bugs club at the library, she wants to join right away, but Henry isn’t so sure. He likes to do outside things and reading is an inside thing.

Mittens, Where is Max?  
Lola M. Schaefer  
Mittens wants to play with his friend Max. But where is Max?

Mouse Loves School  
Lauren Thompson  
Mouse hides inside a red backpack and ends up at school! He explores a world full of colors and letters, but what is the best part?

Ducks in a Row  
Jackie Urbanovic  
Max wants to feel needed, but no one wants his help with anything. Then his aunts show up for a visit.

I Broke My Trunk!  
Mo Willems  
Gerald the elephant tells his best friend Piggie a long, crazy story about how he broke his trunk.

Should I Share My Ice Cream?  
Mo Willems  
Gerald the elephant has a big decision to make, but will he make it in time?

Mouse and Mole: A Perfect Halloween  
Herbert Wong Yee  
What’s Mouse to do when her best friend has turned into a big Scaredy-Mole?